Specific positioning of the casein gene cluster in active nuclear domains in luminal mammary epithelial cells.
The nuclear organization of mammary epithelial cells has been shown to be sensitive to the three-dimensional microenvironment in several models of cultured cells. However, the relationships between the expression and position of genes have not often been explored in animal tissues. We therefore studied the localization of milk protein genes in the nuclei of luminal mammary epithelial cells during lactation as well as in two non-expressing cells, i.e., hepatocytes and the less differentiated embryonic fibroblasts. We compared the position of a cluster of co-regulated genes, encoding caseins (CSN), with that of the whey acidic protein (WAP) gene which is surrounded by genes displaying different expression profiles. We show that the position of the CSN cluster relative to various nuclear compartments is correlated with its activity. In luminal cells, the CSN cluster loops out from its chromosome territory and is positioned in the most euchromatic regions, and frequently associated with elongating RNA polymerase II-rich zones. In hepatocytes and embryonic fibroblasts, the cluster is found preferentially closer to the nuclear periphery. Interestingly, we had previously observed a very peripheral position of the CSN locus in the nuclei of HC11 mammary epithelial cells weakly expressing milk protein genes. We thus show that cultured cell lines are not fully representative of the nuclear organization of genes in a complex and highly organized tissue such as the mammary gland and propose that the spatial positioning of the locus is important to ensuring the optimum control of CSN gene activity observed in the mammary tissue.